
 

PUMP FIELD REPORT 
# PR 0010 – 07- TH 

 
1.  Name and location of the community: Pamodzi Overspill 
2.  Person completing this report:  Mpundu Julius Mapepa   Date: 27/09/2007 
 Crew members: George, Abraham, Jack and Julius 
 Community well or commercial well? Community well 
 Community contact: Beatrice Phiri 097 9 590671 
 Community Contribution: Nil 
 Pump Caretakers trained: Beatrice Phiri, Milliam Phiri, and Jackson Mulusa 
 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
3.  Approximate population served 800 GPS (Lat) S 12dgrees 55.4 08’ 
 (Long) 0 28 degrees 38.0 77’ 
4.  What are the community’s previous water source(s)? Hand dug wells 
5.  What are the common water-related diseases/problems? Diarrhea, Dysentery 
6.  Describe the water supply provided and/or training that was done in this community. 
 During repairing of the Borehole, 4 community members were trained. In addition, we 
 provided clean, safe protected water by having the borehole restored. 
7.  Please provide a statement or quote from one of the community members about the impact 
 of this project on the community.  We thank God for the love shown to the people of the 
 Community by the organization to come and repair our well.  The Community recently 
 paid someone else to fix the well, but the repair was not successful. 
8.  Close-up photograph of the new water source:  Yes  
 
Describe Pump Repair: 
The pump was down for three months after the Community contributed some money for 
the people who repaired the borehole; however, 3 connecting rods had no thread, 2 pipes 
were damaged, and gate valves, rubber seals, and bolts and nuts were missing. 
 
Describe how the work progressed? 
Replaced three connecting rods, 2 GI pipes, 1gate valve, 2 rubber seals, and bolts and nuts. 
 
Well log attached? 
Depth:  28.5  Water level:  20.4  Pipe used:  1 ¼  Casings used:  4    
Pad poured:  round   Pump used:  India mark II  Soak away pit?  Yes  
Fence style:  Cylinder drainage 
 
Achievements: 
We have managed to repair the borehole with the help of the Community.  The Community 
helped in removing the pipes and installing them.  They also chose a borehole leader, Mrs. 
Beatrice Phiri, to oversee the care of the well. 
 
Materials used: 
12 bottles of 300ml chlorine, rubber seating  3, check valve, gate valve 1, 3 connecting rods, 
2 pipes, 4 bolt and nuts. 
 
Recommendations/ suggested follow-up/ activities requests from community? 
If the organization can put up training for the Community on hygiene, sanitation, and 
pump repair for 2 or 3 days, and empower them with some pump repair tools. 
 
 



WELL LOCATION 
COUNTRY: ZAMBIA 
VILLAGE: Pamodzi Overspill 
 
PUMP 
MAKE: Deep well hand pump 
MODEL: India mark II 
SERIAL #: I.M.H 3812 
STROKES #: 14 to fulfill 5 ltrs container 
COMMENTS: Borehole surrounding was clear and clear area. 
 
CONCRETE PAD 
SHAPE: round 
MATERIAL: Nil 
COMMENTS: Pad and soak is good and the apron 
 
WATER QUALITY 
APPEARANCE: Clear and clean 
TEST RESULT: Good for human use 
COMMENTS: Need another borehole.  The area is too big with one borehole only, if the 
organization can look into the matter to help another new borehole to help another side of 
the settlement. 
 

 
Pamodzi Overspill Village Residents at the Repaired Well 


